Enander Gets Revenge

Joint P.T. Classes For Sailors, Waves

The latest comments on the Waves' recent defeat at ITT concern their P.T. schedule. Every sailor will have a Wave as a partner. This situation will be remedied as soon as a new P.T. leader is appointed. The Waves' problems are those of first class, and the new P.T. leader will teach them how to swim. They will learn to swim in the ocean water, side by side, and last but not least, the breast stroke. This will serve to emphasize the importance of this fundamental stroke. If the soldiers cannot get a general education after one week's instruction, they will be forced to practice with their instructors every free period that they have.

School Week Cut to Two Days; "We Object," Clamor Students

There will be no school Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of this week. So stated Dean Prelis in his daily interview with the press.

The reporters knew something was in the wind, (before they began班长ing the story) when they witnessed a uniformed officer come into the administration building. A horn blared over the loud speakers. The dean then appeared on the podium and said:

"You can't do this to us," shouted the Dean.

"We object," cried the students.

In the following attack on administration summary remarks the dean said that for an optical student to be removed from school for a statement that he believed to be true and if it would apply to himself, he would be..."
SLIP STICK
Close to the Slapstick—Let the Slapstick Fall Where It May
This weather really has changed this year. Last year at this time one used so many blankets that he had to put in a bookmark to show where he was.

Right: Do you know how to make acid-leaves?
Wrong: Here, hide your potato.

It was so hot yesterday that the chmelad uselessly tried to keep your hands bandaged with bogen.

Joe: Now you a Russian spy?
Mr. Bublik: I'm a marksman.
Joe: You've got lots of stunt.

Bill: What an emperor?
Bill: I'm a ruler.
Bill: Oh, sure, I used to carry an emperor to school with me.

Jack: Hey, who discovered America?
Bill: Ohio.
Bill: Ohio—your country was Columbus.

Stop: You say I know. But I don't think it necessary to maintain the gentleman's name, sir.

Do you know what happened to Pumphill? He died of an appendix.

Henry: There's a menu in this food.
Walker: Fraser's in a coffin.

Henry: Walker, this place is wet.
Walker: That's your soup, sir.

Henry: During the dinner, you spilled soup on the Admiral's head.
Walker: But the Admiral didn't mind, it was Navy bean soup.

Jas: Kangaroo—Aussie, where's the baby?
Bad Kangaroo—My goodness, we've been robbed.

Actor: Don't stand too near the spotlight—they'll burn your eyesight.

Bad: What's a myth?
Ned: A myth is a female myth.

Bad: It fits you like a glove.
Cheer: Yeah, being loose.

Joe: I'm going home.
Henry: Well, I'm leaving.

Bud: Are you serious?
Peckie: No, Peckie.

Din: Everyone will kill all pears.
Bad: Yeah, but how do I get out the garage to exercise?

Din: Why did they bring that picture?
Ned: Because they want to see the world.

Marjorie: I live on a farm.
Noah: Why do you think I'm a cow?

My girl is such a flirt that when she passes a field of corn, she waves back at it.

Proof

Man of the Week
Candy Vendor Will Succeed Jesse Hobson as Director

James Paneras is to replace Jesse Hobson, now director of the Armour Foundation. This was announced at a director's meeting which took place in the boardrooms of the Armour-Hobson & Huber Company located on the well-known Harrow Road. It was announced that Mr. Hobson will relinquish his position and spend an enjoyable afternoon at the Three Penny Theater looking about shows.

He appeared on the campus several years ago when he was seen pedaling a luminous jet-powered push card. His first words spoken on the campus were "Candy Boys." Today, he is still saying "Candy Boys."

Paneras is also one of the great businesses that exist on the campus. In fact, Presidentready announced that he had contributed some money to the new campus that the students have been using and he also donated a box of chocolates. An example of his skill handling can be seen by asking him to exchange two dollars for a nickel.

Pannas is also a great inventor, which can be verified in a next Monday's Chicago Sun. At present he is trying to invent a push card which

William C. Kratzhoff, after many years of publishing his book on how to become rich in one easy lesson. His only lesson is:—"Buy the boat's daughter."

Thomas Higgins will, from this time on, devote his time to reading comic books in place of EE books. There are to be beer parties for the faculty everyday in the lounge of the Student Union. Sunny Weisman is to be home bartender.

ALPENROD GIPPER is planning to run for president of the board, to be followed by one of the secretaries. Her name will be printed as soon as she reports to work.

CHARLIE NASH's joke class reports that he is out of his mind. After finishing his mental examination for the Navy, Diesel Dan Riehsl is to manufacture Ribbie even at the beginning of next week to offset the gasoline shortage.

Washington, D.C., March 30. (Special to the editor of Steam Show and Steamboat) The U.S. Bureau of Investigation announced today that a special committee is on its way to Chicago to open an investigation in regard to the activities on the Armour Campus. Acting on information from undisclosed sources, Edgar Hoover ordered this special committee to proceed to Chicago, where this week some of the boys in black must be stopped! The tale of the youth is at stake!!! This ring of saboteurs that is undermining the traditions and ideals of our university must be brought to justice.

FLASH! A last-minute bulletin from the Justice Department says that those under suspicion are "Lippy Henry" Reids, "Cuzy" Tibblah, "Pretty Boy" Peaches, and "Woody" Weissman. The committee will investigate the following:

1. The following of students even though they have attended a majority of their classes.
2. Homework assignments before the fifth week of school.
3. Phoning students to pay textbooks.
4. Banning of easy literature.
5. Removal of pretty drawings from lockers.
6. Eight o'clock classes.
7. Afternoon labs. Charles X. X.
8. Disrupting the students' plans of study and physical appearance.
9. The narrow halls resulting from the shortage of beautiful secretaries.
10. The beautiful desks in the student lounge enabled by the diligent cleaning of the class halls. It is suggested that these be examined at three minutes after the hour will gradually and melonously fill the student to sleep with the stains on Student's Library. The smoke class of the hour to remove its soft but unrequited aura of washings.

The cooperation of the campus body is something and bringing to light the existence of any other malicious practices is currently being handled by the committee.

At last the impossible has happened. Don, "gals' man," has run his first steam show. This brings a different adventure. "I feel it is my duty to give you all the details," the first half to the last good-bye. Don was on his way home one afternoon when he spied a beautiful and lovely girl seated in the same crowded car and he got up and gave her the space seat next to her. Don said to himself that he must surround her all the time and never leave her alone. He got off a few minutes before reaching a word. After starting a conversation on the pressure of being lost Don then passed out of her seat by this lovely when all around him rose up to her and said his thanks and that he would come to her home to give you the time. Next afternoon Don invited her to the show. Next Saturday night Donnie was in the theater and the last boy!!! Donnie then did something drastic. He put his arm around this female and tried to do his usual tricks but she was a little chilly. After the show they went to a dance to fulfill that plot. For an excellent performance of Diez and Chappell at a well attended school and the cake. The show is going on as usual with nothing that Donnie suggested. They stayed there till the last fire alarm was given and the show was over. The last steam show was out by this experience that he enjoyed so much. This is a good way to show your friends. Oh, I forgot. Donnie would like to show the girls the real steam show.
IIT to Take Over U. of C. Fieldhouse

CAMPUS COMMENTS
LETTER OF THE WEEK.
Alumni Printing Press

The alumni now have 2300 wish to complement the facilities on this splendid housing development. Those members closest to housing and to the fieldhouse II, who have been fortunate enough to witness this development, are now thinking about the possibility of having a complete and beautiful campus, automatic elevators, and ample space for a variety of educational needs. The alumni are most pleased with the progress made toward this goal. The beauty of this location combined with the beauty of the campus is a marvelous combination that can be enjoyed by all of us who were fortunate enough to witness it at all over the world and we are proud to be Ithacans.

The Alumni Body

No Hope -- for Women

We have a red, and alienation greater at the west campus--there are no why people are going to put up with a great deal of this. It's not necessarily because the women are being excluded, but because they are not being allowed to make their own decisions. The women have developed a new method of writing that is not only effective but also creative. They are using the power of the pen to create a more meaningful world.

The women in question are all students at the IIT south campus. Various schools have been established for them, and many classes have been arranged to help them develop their full potential. This condition which has been detected in some places is indeed very real, and many of the students (estimated 7%) have declared that they are not in a position to judge the proper behavior of these students. The men in question are all students at the IIT south campus. The students have organized a union called the "WGOE", which stands for "Women Organized for Equality". Their general plan is to attack in pairs and really take on.

It is sincerely hoped that these women, respectable... for these women, will refrain from smaller, more frequent, and more personal attacks. Girls in their opinion constitute the definitive lower type of animal which is responsible for much of the evil in this world. There, according to an editorial in an unprinted newspaper, among the women are driven (not those from the IIT campus) to such horrible things as driving, matching, murders and such others.

(Continued from Page 3)

Let's raid the icebox... Have a Coca-Cola

--- this story makes a party an added success
Share a Coke with your friends and enjoy the cool, refreshing taste of your favorite beverage. Whether you're hosting a get-together or just enjoying a personal celebration, Coca-Cola adds the perfect touch to any occasion.

Red Cross Membership Drive For 1929 Begins

The Twenty-Fifth Annual Membership Drive of the Red Cross is now underway. Contributions are needed to support the important work of the Red Cross in times of need. Whether you can give a little or a lot, your support is crucial in helping those in need.

Schommer Discloses Wager That Resulted in Transfer

Moving of Fieldhouse to Illinois Tech

No Fooling!

Schnitz IM Mogul, Extends Deadline
On Tourney Entries

The call-for intercollegiate basketball teams has been issued. Norm Schnitz has announced that no team with over 20 points scored in any game during the season will be entered. The only way to be sure that the team is qualified is to have at least 8 points in the average of the season's games. The deadline is April 6, and all entries must be submitted by that date. Many new ideas and experiments will be employed, and everything is in readiness. What do you say, fellows?

6 TECH TIME TABLE
MONDAY, APRIL 3
9:00 a.m. School at Armour
1:00 p.m. Class start
1:15 p.m. Boarding bell
2:15 p.m. Tech Show and... Pigeons bell
3:30 p.m. Out for the day
TUESDAY, APRIL 4
Same schedule in Friday
10:00 a.m. School at Armour
1:00 p.m. Boarding bell
4:00 p.m. Out for the day

Squash activities will be included.

Squash program.

Sox Park Secured
For IIT Students

The purchase of a temporary park for use of IIT athletic teams has been announced by Grant Simmer, president of the Athletics Association. This action was prompted by the increased student demand for a local track and field facility. Beginning this fall, students will be able to utilize the park for a limited time.

Indian Tribe Found
in Machinery Hall

The impossible has appeared again. A small tribe of Indians was found occupying the old west mental laboratory in Machinery Hall. They were first noticed when aingo, board building of drums. Investigation, it is feared, is leading to a war dance which was to be performed by an on the campus.

This visitary, however, was also observed. It seems that the vibration from Yarrow's Cafe teeth prevented their lips from being visible.

"Superman" Graham Leads Unit; Amazes Amazing Score in Physical Test

At John Marshall Graham is the new superior of IIT. This title was bestowed upon him recently as a result of his outstanding score of 86 points in the second year physical test. Lowest scorer in the test was Arthur Brown with an 11 point total.

Scores were tabulated in much the same manner as golf and for this particular game was it. "Superman" didn't want to embarrass the rest of the class by finishing under par so he finished at a bit under par and sat down.

This is not to say that his quarter-mater as he is known loves word is unkind. At the 29 1/2 mile rule. Normally a 100 yarder would be a hard task to the head near at an even 100 when interrupted by his run.

100% accuracy is the only requirement for the distance and the distance from the finisher is sometimes measured over the course.
Dirty Shirts Invade Campus; Observed on Faculty and Deans

Due to a strike of all laundrymen in the Chicago area over the week end, Technology Deans found the normal cleaning and ironing service somewhat wanting, as was evidenced by the Sunday edition of the Chicago Daily News. Dr. Wm. J. Brand is the president of the Technical College and also the faculty advisor to the student body. He informed the chief of police that the strike would continue for at least 72 hours. The strike was called by the Laundry and Ironing Association of the city.

Will Build New Assembly Hall

Movies, Sports, Plays can be offered there

The construction of the new IIT auditorium will be completed by the end of the year. The plans have been completed and the materials have been ordered and prepared. The finished auditorium is at 254th Street and 11th Avenue, which is a short distance south of Armitage Avenue.

Cure of Corrupted Craniums Can Come Quickly Quack Quack

By Dr. P. J. Quacksmacker, M.D.

There is nothing wrong with your mind or your body, but your mind is corrupted. Your mind is corrupted by the thoughts of others. The cure of corrupted craniums is to think for yourself. If you are thinking for yourself, you are cured.

Gloves Offers Temper Course

by Foreman Roosevelt Class

Prof. C. E. Glove, member of the Industrial Engineering Department, has offered a temper course to the students in the department. The course is designed to teach the students the importance of tempering and to show them how to temper.

"Heaven Can Wait"—New Navy Quarters Satisfy Sailors Wants

"The spacious new navy quarters will be ready for occupancy next week," announced Captain R. D. Stanley, today, as he finished an inspection of the new quarters now standing on what was formerly Copley Field.

Prof. Nash Will Retire Monday

Accepts Job to Head Chicago Tribune

It was just announced to the News that Prof. Charles Nash will retire from his position as editor of the Chicago Tribune and take an active part in the operations of the Tribune. He is to be succeeded by Mr. J. H. Nash, who has been with the Tribune for many years.

"A's", No Work Is New Policy

by Dr. A. J. Smith

On April 1, there will be no work for "A's" in this school. Instead of study hours for the students, there will be free time for the students to enjoy themselves. The policy is to be put into effect at the start of the new semester.

Embassy Visits South Campus

The Chinese Embassy of the Republic of China recently sent a delegation to visit Illinois Tech. The delegation was well received by the students and faculty.

NAVAL NOTATIONS

Due to the fact that the naval training of the Illinois Tech campus was perceived as being so enthusiastic about their work of late, they have decided to go out and weekend. Therefore there is no naval notation this week. The change in attitude has been brought about by the more stringent academic requirements of the navy, but mainly because the men love their work and have to leave the campus over a few hours.

Students Hard at Work

by Dr. W. J. Brand

The students are working very hard this week. The schedule for the week is as follows: Monday—6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., Tuesday—6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., Wednesday—6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., Thursday—6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., Friday—6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

COLUMBIA EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, INC.

344 N. MIAMI AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

DEA, 0156

RIG SADDLES FOR NEW AND USED TEXT BOOKS.

WE BUY & SELL.

TECHNICAL BOOKS.

GENERAL BOOKS.

ALWAYS EXTENDING.

A FRIENDLY SERVICE.